Abstract. The degree of concurrency possible in an informationally decentralized nonsequential system is determined by the precedence constraints imposed by the system's information structure on its controlled and uncontrolled inputs. One approach to characterizing these constraints is to attempt to associate each realization of the system's inputs with the strongest partial ordering of the system's decision-making agents that is consistent with the system's information structure. If such an association is possible, it leads to a partial order characterization of the corresponding information structure. In this paper we show that, in general, no such partial order characterization exists and we identify a su½cient (but not necessary) condition for existence. The condition has design implications that are important and intuitive and are discussed in the paper. Our results demonstrate that partial-order-based descriptions of concurrency, sometimes used in computer science, are not always correct.
of concurrency. Informationally decentralized nonsequential systems are subject to deadlock (see Appendix A of [2] , and [6] ); deadlock-freeness allows the system to accomplish all of its desired tasks (functions). A high degree of concurrency allows the system to respond, in a timely fashion, to events critical to its operation.
Deadlock-freeness as well as the degree of concurrency of informationally decentralized nonsequential systems depend, through the systems' control laws (or protocols), on the systems' information structure, that is, on the information upon which each operation may base its action. When under some set of control laws no operation depends on any other's action, complete concurrency is possible (such a situation arises in static teams). Conversely, if under some set of laws all operations but the ®rst in a series depend on the action of their predecessor in the series, no concurrency is possible. Between these extremes lie a host of alternatives. Under some control laws the dependencies may force operations to satisfy a ®xed partial order. Under other protocols the partial order may depend on some exogenous input. Under still others the operations may be interdependent, causing deadlock.
The relationship between the information structure and deadlock-freeness has been investigated in [2] , [3] , and [10] . In this paper we explore the relationship between the information structure and concurrency. For that matter we investigate two variants of the following problem: Consider an informationally decentralized nonsequential system with a deadlock-free information structure I. Characterize the precedence constraints imposed by this information structure on the system's controlled and uncontrolled inputs in terms of a function, say d, that has the following characteristic: It associates each realization of the inputs with the strongest partial ordering of the system's decision-making agents that is consistent with the information structure I. By consistent we mean that for each realization of the system's controlled and uncontrolled inputs all total orders compatible with the information structure's precedence constraints are also compatible with the partial order generated by d and vice versa.
The solution to the above problem, that is the function d, if it exists, clearly highlights the relationship between an informationally decentralized nonsequential system's information structure and its degree of concurency; furthermore, d provides a partial order characterization of the system's information structure. We formulate two problems, (P1) and (P2), that address the existence of partial order characterizations of information structures. We show that, in general, no partial order characterizations of information structures exist. We identify for Problems (P1) and (P2) a su½cient condition for existence. This condition reveals, along any realization of the controlled and uncontrolled inputs, the information¯ow that results in a deadlock-free operation of the system. Furthermore, the same condition has design implications that are important and intuitive, and are discussed after the analysis of Problems (P1) and (P2).
To the best of our knowledge, the results of this paper present the ®rst condition su½cient to ensure the existence of partial order characterizations of information structures. The question of partial order existence was ®rst raised by Witsenhausen in [12] . More recently, the same question has been taken up in the concurrency literature (see [7] ). The results of this paper resolve Witsenhausen's question and provide informational conditions to ensure that the``minimal causality'' modeling discussed in [7] gives rise to unique partial order characterizations. The results of this paper may be surprising to some, as they demonstrate that partial-order-based descriptions of concurrency, sometimes used in computer science, are not always correct.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present Witsenhausen's intrinsic model, a mathematical model that is appropriate for the investigation of the relationship between the information structure and concurrency. In Section 3 we discuss the properties that characterize deadlock-free information structures. In Section 4 we precisely formulate two problems addressing the relationship between information structure and concurrency. We analyze these problems in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss possible extensions of the problems formulated in Section 4. We conclude our discussion in Section 7.
The Intrinsic ModelÐNonsequential Systems
To investigate the relationship between the information structure and concurrency it is essential to model systems in a framework where every action can, in principle, a¨ect the information upon which every other action is based. One such framework is provided by Witsenhausen's intrinsic model [10] , [12] .
Formally, the intrinsic model has three components:
1. An information structure I : fW; B;
. . . ; Ng speci®es the system's allowable decisions and distinguishable events. k ; U k denotes the measurable space from which u k , the kth control action, is selected.2 It is assumed that card U k is greater than one, and that U k contains the singletons of U k . The product space containing the N-tuple of control actions, u :
The s-®eld J k H B n U characterizes the maximal information that can be used to select the kth control action. 2. A design constraint set G C constrains the set of admissible N-tuples of control laws, g :
3. A probability measure P on W; B speci®es the mixed (randomized) decision policy to be used by nature to select o.
Note that the intrinsic model does not exclude the possibility of an agent employing a mixed decision policy, or a policy that dictates that the agent not act. To model the mixed policy, randomizing devices can be included as factors in W; B; P, and the e¨ects of the devices' outputs can be speci®ed in J k . To model inaction, the agent can be allowed to make decisions that have no e¨ect.
The intrinsic model, proposed by Witsenhausen [10] , [12] , has been used to model informationally decentralized nonsequential systems [2] , [3] , [10] , [12] and to formulate and study decentralized nonsequential stochastic control problems [1] ± [3] , [8] , [10] , [12] . Within the framework of Witsenhausen's intrinsic model it was shown that informationally decentralized nonsequential systems can potentially perform better than sequential ones [2] , that dynamic team problems are, in most cases, equivalent to static team problems [13] , and a framework for the optimization of unconstrained decentralized nonsequential stochastic control problems has been proposed [1] . Even though informationally decentralized nonsequential systems can potentially perform better than sequential ones, they are subject to deadlock [2] . Furthermore, in informationally decentralized nonsequential systems it is not always possible to compute the performance associated with certain designs precisely [8] . Consequently, optimization problems associated with these systems are not always well-posed. That is why it is important to determine conditions on the information structure that (i) guarantee deadlock-free operation of informationally decentralized nonsequential systems and (ii) ensure that the performance associated with each design can be precisely quanti®ed. The results of [10] , [2] , and [3] present properties of the information structure that are necessary and su½cient [2] , [3] , or su½cient [10] to ensure deadlock-freeness4 of nonsequential systems for all designs [10] , [2] , or for particular designs [3] . Furthermore, these properties of the information structure, called causality (Property C ) [10] and causal implementability (Property CI ) [2] , ensure that the performance associated with each design can be precisely computed [10] , [2] . Therefore, optimization of informationally decentralized nonsequential systems possessing Property C or Property CI is possible.
From the above discussion it is evident that it is desirable to design informationally decentralized nonsequential systems with an information structure that possesses the abovementioned properties. For this reason, in this paper we concentrate on information structures that possess Property C or Property CI. We ®nd characterizations of these information structures that reveal the relationship between the information structure and concurrency and provide deep insight into fundamental issues associated with the performance of informationally decentralized nonsequential stochastic controlled systems such as: Who should know what and when? Who should communicate with whom and when?
Before we formulate the technical problems that we investigate in this paper we precisely de®ne Properties C and CI as well as their design-dependent analogues, Properties C* and CI*, respectively.
3. Properties CI, C, CI*, and C* Before de®ning Properties CI, C, CI*, and C* we establish some notation. We de®ne by Z : f1; 2; . . . ; Ng 3:1 the set of decision-making agents (see the speci®cation of information structure, Section 2, and footnote 2). For all k 1; 2; . . . ; N, we de®ne S k to be the set of all k-agent orderings, i.e., all injections of f1; 2; . . . ; kg into N. We let
3:2 j 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N; k j; j 1; . . . ; N, denote a truncation map that returns the ordering s of the ®rst j agents of a k-agent ordering; that is, T k j restricts s A S k to the domain f1; 2; . . . ; jg or to q when j 0. For all s A S k and k 1; 2; . . . ; N, we de®ne P s to be the projection of For any g A G; g : g 1 ; g 2 ; . . . ; g N , we denote by
the information partition of agent k induced by the control law g. Finally, for any design g A G we de®ne the graph of g as G g : fo; u : go; u ug: 3:6
De®nition 1 [2] . An information structure I possesses Property CI when there exists at least one map c : W Â U 3 S N such that for all k 1; 2; . . . ; N, and o; u A W Â U, 
where Fs denotes the cylindrical extension of B n 1
As in Property CI, the order function c maps every outcome in W Â U into an N-agent ordering. However, unlike Property CI, the order functions c in Property C are constrained to be B n U-measurable (see [2] ). Property C ensures that there exists an order function c, such that for all possible orderings s A S k , k 1; 2; . . . ; N, the events that agent s k can distinguish (given that the ordering of the ®rst k agents, as determined by c, is s) are events that are induced by the random input o and the actions of the s k agent's predecessors in s.
As pointed out in Section 2, Properties CI and C are design-independent, since they guarantee deadlock-free operation of informationally decentralized nonsequential systems for each design, and ensure that the performance associated with each design can be precisely quanti®ed (see [2] and [10] ). Properties CI and C have design-dependent analogues that are described by Properties CI* and C*, respectively. De®nition 3 [3] . A design g possesses Property CI* when P q G g W, and there exists at least one map c : G g 3 S N such that for all k 1; 2; . . . ; N, and
s o; ug 3:9 when s : s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s N co; u.
Property CI* ensures that for all outcomes o; u A G g , the cylinder set 
Property C* ensures that there exists an order function c such that for all possible orderings s A S k ; k 1; 2; . . . ; N, the events agent s k can distinguish under g, given that the ordering of the ®rst k agents, as determined by c, is s, are events It was shown in [2] that Property C always implies Property CI; this means that all order functions c for which the information structure I possesses Property C are functions for which I possesses Property CI. In general there are order functions c for which I possesses Property CI but not Property C (see [2] ). It was proven in [2] that Properties C and CI are equivalent when the information structure I is sequential,5 or when U k , k 1; 2; . . . ; N, are countable sets and B contains the singletons of W. Relations similar to the above hold between Properties CI* and C* (see Section 3.4 of [3] ). Since Properties C and CI are not equivalent in general, the relationship between concurrency and information structures that possess (i) Property CI and (ii) Property C, has to be investigated separately. Similarly, a design's degree of concurrency has to be investigated separately for designs that possess (i) Property CI* and (ii) Property C*.
For an information structure I possessing Property CI (Property C) the set C (C H ) of all total order functions c : W Â U 3 S N for which Property CI (C) holds may be a large one. For example, as Witsenhausen points out in [12] , when the system is a static team, C H contains, in particular, all Fq-measurable functions, where Fq denotes the cylindrical extension of B to W Â U. Similar results hold for designs that possess Property CI* or Property C*. In this paper we determine a condition (see Assumption A1 in Section 5.1) under which we can characterize the set C C H in terms of a function d d H from W Â U to partial orders on the set of agents Z. That is, C C H is precisely the set of total order functions m : W Â U 3 S N that are compatible with d d H . The function d d H provides a partial-order characterization of the (deadlock-free) information structure I, and describes the relationship between I and the degree of concurrency of the corresponding informationally decentralized nonsequential system. Furthermore, d d H reveals, along each realization of controlled and uncontrolled inputs, the information¯ow that results in a deadlock-free operation of the system. In the next section we formulate precisely the problems of characterizing the sets C and C H in terms of the functions of d and d H , respectively, and then proceed to analyze them. The design-dependent analogues of these problems are presented and discussed in Section 6.
Problem Formulation
We consider an informationally decentralized nonsequential system modeled by the intrinsic model with an information structure I fW; B; U k ; U k ; J k ; k 1; 2; . . . ; Ng and G C G. We assume that I possesses Property CI (Property C). Let C C H be the set of total order functions c : W Â U 3 S N for which I possesses Property CI (C). We wish to ®nd a simple characterization of We proceed with the analysis of Problems (P1) and (P2).
Analysis

The Main Condition
We make the following assumption:
(A1) For each intrinsic event o; u and for each agent s m A Z there is a unique smallest cardinality set L s m o; u H Z with the following properties:
Equation (5.1) in (A1) is equivalent to the following condition:
The meaning of Condition (5.1) (and its equivalent Condition We present here one instance where Assumption (A1) is satis®ed. Consider the following thought experiment. Take an intrinsic event o; u and proceed as follows: First determine all agents j A Z such that for all A A J j that contain o; u the following condition is satis®ed:
Record all these agents. Call this set of agents Z 1 o; u. This is the largest set of agents that can act based only on the occurrence of o. Let card Z 1 o; u k. Because I possesses Property CI, k V
l that contain o; u the following condition is satis®ed:
Record all these agents, and call this set of agents Z 2 o; u. This is the largest set of agents that can act based on o and u s 1 ; u s 2 ; . . . ; u s k . Again, because I possesses Property CI, card (Z 2 o; u V 1. Continue this process along o; u until all agents are accounted for. Repeat the same process as above for all intrinsic events o; u A W Â U. This completes the thought experiment.
Consider now the situation where the following is true: For every intrinsic event o; u and every agent s k ; k 1; 2; . .
Then Assumption (A1) is satis®ed. That is, Assumption (A1) is satis®ed if along every intrinsic event o; u the information of any agent depends on the actions of all the agents that act in the preceding stages of the experiment described above. It is worth noting that, for any design g A G and any o A W, the thought experiment described above speci®es the partial ordering of agent actions that a passive observer would record (given o) if g were implemented in a``maximally'' concurrent fashion.
We proceed to analyze Problems (P1) and (P2) under Assumption (A1).
Analysis of Problem (P1)
The following theorem, that is the main result of Section 5.2, shows that Problem (P1) has a solution if Assumption (A1) is satis®ed. Consequently, for all o; u A W Â U; do; u is antisymmetric and transitive. Furthermore, because of (C1), it is re¯exive. Hence, for every o; u; do; u is a partial order on the set Z of agents.
We now prove that all total order functions c compatible with d are such that I possesses Property CI. Consider any total order function c, c : W Â U 3 S N that is compatible with d, and consider any intrinsic event o; u. Let co; u s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s N : s, and consider any agent s k . We want to prove that Since c is compatible with d it follows, from the de®nition of d, that
Combining (5.9) with (5.3) we conclude that EA A J s k such that o; u A A,
Since (5.10) is true for any intrinsic event o; u A W Â U and for any agent s k , it follows that all total order functions c compatible with d are such that I possesses Property CI. Hence, M H C:
5:11
Next we prove that all total order functions c such that I possesses Property CI are compatible with d. Suppose there is a total order function c such that I possesses Property CI and c is not compatible with d. 2) ) but do not satisfy Assumption (A1) (respectively, Assumption (A2)), must exist for each mobile that is included in one or more of the routes. Thus, the results of this paper point out potential advantages of decentralized concurrent systems that have``informational redundancy,'' that is, they have, along each intrinsic event o; u and for each agent s m , multiple nonintersecting sets L s m o; u with the properties stated above. The results of this paper also make clear that partial-order-based concurrency models are valid when every action can be traced to sets of predecessors actions that satisfy Assumption (A1) (respectively, Assumption (A2)). This last observation may be surprising to some. Computer scientists are accustomed to using partial orders to describe concurrency (see [7] ). The results of this paper highlight the fact that such descriptions are not always correct.
